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Our People – Motivated, Innovative, Collaborative, Accountable, Valued, Skilled, Knowledgeable
Outcomes Strategies Actions Measure (Target) Target met

An 
appropriately 
skilled 
workforce 
capable of 
meeting 
current 
and future 
business 
needs

Maintain an environment where learning 
opportunities are readily available; 
employees actively pursue learning; and 
acquired learning can be applied

Develop a PD Plan that includes an appropriate mix 
of innovative training and development initiatives as 
part of a structured learning program for employees

• Pass rate of employees sitting CPA/
CA exams (100%)

• Results of online compliance training 
(100%)

• Number of reports where we use a 
contractor – not subject matter expert  
(1 per year)

• PDRs – delivery of training identified 
and approved (100%)

Maintain a meaningful employee 
performance review process

Close the loop on staff training/development 
identified in PDRs (is it being appropriately actioned)

Ensure flexible, adaptive recruitment, 
contracting and employment arrangements 
to match work skills with demand

Develop a pool of PA contractors, which would also 
assist for unplanned work such as s82s or PIDs

Design job advertisements to attract the right 
applicants, at optimal times, via proven forums

High 
performing 
people who 
contribute 
to strategic 
objectives

Invest in organisational capability that will 
give the OAG a long-term benefit

Develop and implement a Workforce Development 
Plan that is aligned with the strategic plan of the 
Office

• Workforce Development Plan actioned 
(above 95% current year initiatives 
actioned)

• PDR completion rate (report to 
Executive annually shows 90% 
completed)

• Auditors provided with identified 
training and awareness specific to 
assigned audits (100%)

Empower staff to complete all of their 
responsibilities on an audit or business 
project

Develop a suite of succession planning activities 
such as HDA opportunities, knowledge transfer and, 
where appropriate, other development, to prepare 
staff for promotion/advancement

Encourage innovation and acknowledge 
staff for being innovative in their approach 

Provide support and training for staff throughout 
the audit to enable them to perform all of their 
responsibilities without significant rework from 
others 
Develop and implement annual innovation strategies 
to promote and encourage innovative thinking

Appendix 1: Our strategic progress
Executive endorsed our Strategic Plan in February 2016. The actions contained in the plan are either standalone or included and cross-referenced to a 
key corporate document: business unit operational plans, Workforce Development Plan, Information Technology Plan and Communications Plan. Progress 
against the plan was reported to Executive at their strategic planning day in May 2017. Overall, we achieved 73% of our Strategic Plan targets. At this 
time, Executive also reviewed the plan and where we had not met our targets discussed ways to improve our performance. Amendments discussed at the 
meeting will be incorporated into the plan and assessed next year. Appendix 1 outlines our performance against the Strategic Plan at May 2017.
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Our People – Motivated, Innovative, Collaborative, Accountable, Valued, Skilled, Knowledgeable
Outcomes Strategies Actions Measure (Target) Target met

A work 
environment 
that is 
recognised as 
a workplace of 
choice

Assist staff wishing to undertake relevant 
further studies Support staff completing their studies • Successful exam results achieved 

by our staff, further enhancing their 
career opportunities (85% pass their 
exams on first attempt)

• Number of secondments and internal 
rotations supported, encouraging 
career progression and growth (100% 
of business units make available 
internal rotation opportunities)

• Constructive and engaged PD 
feedback recognising importance 
to career development (85% formal 
PD feedback recognises value of 
PD through suggestions for further 
opportunities or positive comments)

• Number of secondments to other audit 
offices supported, promoting career 
development and personal/family 
life experience opportunities (85% of 
secondment requests that meet the 
criteria supported)

Provide opportunities for professional 
growth within the OAG

Coordinate an effective program of internal 
secondments to other business units
Deliver a quality PD program that considers the 
unique needs of our workforce and has professional 
regard for the work of our staff

Provide national and international 
secondment opportunities

Establish a program and selection criteria for short 
term secondments to other Australian audit offices 
for periods of 1 to 2 months

Ensure a safe and healthy working 
environment

Develop and implement annual health and wellness 
strategies to promote and encourage a safe, friendly 
and healthy work environment
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Our Tools – Robust, Efficient, User-Friendly, Flexible, Agile, Reliant, Compliant
Outcomes Strategies Actions Measure (Target) Target met

Efficient, 
effective and 
responsive 
business 
operations 
that meet 
current and 
emerging 
needs 

Work within a framework and governance 
structure which is current and effective

Review policies and monitor compliance and 
legislative changes and communicate these to 
the business

• OAG policy framework (100% of 
policies on the intranet are current)

• Communicate policy changes (100% 
of policies reviewed published on the 
intranet within 1 week of Executive 
approval)

• Staff awareness (staff refresher policy 
sessions conducted twice a year)

• Strategic meetings (to be held at least 
twice yearly)

• Risk framework (risk considered at 
each monthly Executive meeting)

Review the complete policy framework

Have an efficiency and effectiveness plan in place 
and reported against

Respond effectively to changes in our 
environment by maintaining a strategic focus 

Reporting regularly on progress towards strategic 
initiatives and facilitate a timely and appropriate 
response to environmental changes

Maintain an appropriate and effective 
approach to risk management

Review our Risk Management Framework and 
report changes in our risk to Executive in a timely 
manner

Ensure accurate and reliable technical advice 
is available

Have process in place for staff to seek technical 
advice
Have policies and direction in place to seek 
external advice as required
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Our Tools – Robust, Efficient, User-Friendly, Flexible, Agile, Reliant, Compliant
Outcomes Strategies Actions Measure (Target) Target met

Sound 
information 
systems 
that support 
operational 
needs

Ensure IT systems are efficient, effective and 
supported

Effectively address business needs of a mobile 
workforce • Hardware and software is made 

available when and how the business 
and staff need it (less than 2 days 
per year when impact to operations 
exceed 2 hours)

• Progressive and responsive IT Plan 
(above 95% current year initiatives 
completed, addressing existing and 
emerging business requirements)

• Progressive and responsive online 
communications plan (above 95% 
current year initiatives completed, 
addressing existing and emerging 
business requirements)

Capitalise where possible on our existing 
systems to improve our business operations

Investigate all hardware and software requests 
against a matrix that considers existing tools 
against the strategic objectives and business 
requirements, to avoid the duplication, 
unnecessary expense and disruption to the 
business

Have an approach to IT that recognises and 
addresses operational and strategic business 
requirements 

Develop and implement an IT strategic plan and 
Online Communications Plan that align with the 
Strategic Plan and actively consider individual 
and OAG goals
Regularly review decisions of Executive to identify 
any potential IT requirements that may impact 
OAG’s ability to deliver on business goals – 
ensuring the business has the tools it needs

Continuously improve internal and external 
accessibility and useability of our tools Investigate benefit/cost of cloud solutions

Sound 
financial 
management 
of our 
business

Maintain a strong, sound and transparent 
financial management approach

Concerted effort to minimise costs and non-
essential activities - ensuring our efforts are 
aligned with business goals and taking into 
consideration emerging business needs

• Internal budget activity minimising 
costs while aligned with business 
goals (variance from budget less 
than 10% for business units at year 
end. Greater variances addressing 
business goals accepted with 
explanation)

• Business intelligence availability (95% 
accuracy of information contained in 
monthly management report)

• Internal and external audit reports with 
generally positive findings (accepted 
recommendations addressed within 
agreed timeframes)

Use accurate business data that informs 
management decision-making

Establish a process for internal budget revisions 
at least quarterly
Include a budgeting and resourcing item at each 
Executive strategic planning meeting

Continuously improve our processes to ensure 
quality and compliance of internal financial 
management practices

Effectively implement external and internal audit 
recommendations
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Our Tools – Robust, Efficient, User-Friendly, Flexible, Agile, Reliant, Compliant
Outcomes Strategies Actions Measure (Target) Target met

Audit 
methodology 
tools are 
current, 
reliable and 
compliant

Ensure our methodology remains current and 
compliant

Identify and action improvement opportunities 
through post audit reviews ensuring compliance 
with standards

• Post audit reviews (100% of post audit 
reviews conducted)

• Audit methodology improvement 
opportunities (100% of issues 
identified and agreed are 
implemented)

• Changes to standards (100% of 
changes considered relevant are 
implemented by the date the audit 
report is finalised)

Ensure changes to auditing and assurance 
standards are reflected in our audit methodology
Obtain a revised mapping of the auditing 
standards for IPSAM upon completion of the new 
version of IPSAM
Review subsequent versions of the PCAM which 
considers the recommendations from the TAQ 
mapping of the auditing standards 
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Our Approach – Consistent, Fair and Balanced, Independent, Transparent, Pragmatic, Professional, Contemporary
Outcomes Strategies Actions Measure (Target) Target met

Audits 
completed in 
accordance 
with 
auditing and 
professional 
standards

Maintain a contemporary and quality audit 
approach

Implement a program of internal and external 
QAs which covers key audit operations at least 
once every 3 years

• QA review outcomes (reviews to be 
held at least once every 3 years)

• QA review outcomes (no incorrect 
audit opinions or conclusions issues)

n/a
Through ongoing relationships with ACAG 
and professional bodies, actively identify and 
consider emerging developments in public sector 
auditing
Prepare for likely implementation of audits for 
local government sector

All reports to go through the OAG quality 
framework

Develop and report against the QA plan and 
framework and ongoing QA activities undertaken

Relationships 
with audit 
clients 
professionally 
managed

Communicate, consult and develop quality 
relationships with clients

Appropriately inform clients about audit plans, 
process and activities

• Audit client surveys (achieve a result 
in top quartile)

• Referrals and enquiries (100% 
addressed within target)

Our 
reputation for 
independence, 
integrity and 
impartiality is 
maintained

Further enhance transparency and 
accountability of our topic selection process 
and outcomes

AAGs PA and ISPA meet with agency DGs to 
discuss audit topics and any other issues • External opinion (zero serious 

allegations against Auditor General 
independence)

• Website statistics (increased number 
of hits on forward audit program than 
prior year)

• Communications Plan (above 95% 
current year initiatives completed)

Enhance public reporting of OAG forward 
audit program via the website and other 
communication channels

Continuously reinforce to staff the OAG 
principles of independence, integrity and 
impartiality

Develop internal communication plan that 
addresses principles of independence, integrity 
and impartiality

Maintain an awareness of the external 
perception of the OAG

Monitor external feedback (including Hansard, 
media monitoring, referrals and surveys) and 
take action where required
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Our Approach – Consistent, Fair and Balanced, Independent, Transparent, Pragmatic, Professional, Contemporary
Outcomes Strategies Actions Measure (Target) Target met

A well 
informed 
parliament 
and public

Set clear expectations and communicate our 
role and purpose to Parliament, agencies and 
the community

Develop and implement an external 
communications strategy that is aligned with the 
OAG strategic plan

• Progress towards initiatives 
(above 95% current year initiatives 
completed)

• Delivery of briefing material (100% 
committee and MP briefing notes 
submitted on time and accurate)

• Parliamentary surveys (positive 
response rate equal to or greater than 
prior year)

• Review outcomes (reviews to be held 
once every 5 years)

n/a

Provide timely and relevant information to 
Parliament

Provide further detail of OAG reviews and 
outcomes in the annual report and website

Identify and implement strategies to address 
Parliament’s needs and expectations

Review and address issues identified through the 
annual survey of parliamentarians

Prepare for performance and legislative 
reviews Facilitate the review as required
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Our Products – Value for Money, Timely, Relevant, Accurate, Quality, Innovative
Outcomes Strategies Actions Measure (Target) Target met

Timely, 
relevant 
and quality 
reports on 
public sector 
performance 
and 
accountability

Table reports on time and on budget

Develop key deliverable schedules for reports 
to ensure tabling is on time, eliminating the 
‘bottlenecks’ and reducing opportunities for 
human error

• Reporting KPIs – category targets 
(meet target for tabling of number of 
reports by category)

• Training delivered (100% of identified 
training to be delivered)

• Internal tabling targets (meet internal 
per quarter tabling targets)

Provide in depth training in report writing for key 
staff to make the process more efficient

Analyse issues and action initiatives to address 
the issues which create the bottlenecking of 
report tabling dates

Value for 
money 
reporting 
that address 
issues of 
public interest 

Use benchmarking to ensure audit costs 
reflect value for money

Benchmark our audit fees with other jurisdictions 
and audit firms more formally to provide to the 
parliamentary committees when/if required  • Clients survey (top quartile in relation 

to value for money section of survey)

• Parliamentary survey (top quartile in 
relation to value of reports section of 
survey)

• Reports (less than 10% of reports 
exceed approved time and budget)

• Correspondence to MPs or 
committees regarding topic requests 
(100% feedback to MPs and 
committees)

Produce reports that are considered valuable 
and relevant to Parliament

Consider all requests and topic ideas from 
members of Parliament in topic selection 
process and provide feedback on intent to 
conduct audit or not to relevant MP or committee

Consider significant state budget changes since 
the last topic selection process

Ensure that the right audit product (broad 
scope/narrow scope/AGBA) is selected to 
achieve value for money

Actively consider the product type (broad scope/
narrow scope/AGBA) as part of topic selection 
and PAR process

To inform future audit program, determine as 
part of post audit review if the right product 
(broad scope/narrow scope/AGBA) was used
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Our Products – Value for Money, Timely, Relevant, Accurate, Quality, Innovative
Outcomes Strategies Actions Measure (Target) Target met

Reports and 
opinions 
that lead to 
improved 
public sector 
performance 
and 
accountability

Include consideration of topics important 
to agencies when developing forward audit 
program

Use intelligence gained through our interactions 
with agencies, including internal audit 
committees, as input into topic selection

• Plain English Foundation review 
rating (Plain English Foundation 
review of OAG reports and 
documents rated as better than 70 
[Very good])

• Communications Plan (above 95% 
current year initiatives completed)

• Parliament surveys (improved result 
on prior year)

• Client surveys (improved result on 
prior year) 

• Agencies completing audit 
recommendations (at least 50% of 
our recommendations have been 
actioned by agencies)

n/a

Ensure clearly articulated and accessible 
report findings and recommendations

Develop and implement an external 
communications strategy that promotes report 
findings and opinions to agencies and other 
stakeholders, and is aligned with our Strategic 
Plan

Provide training in report writing to improve key 
messaging and report structure skills
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